Top Executive Program Outline
Summary
Technology, competitors, business models are adapting at break neck speeds. Today’s market
demands skilled top executives. This program provides education to ensure meaningful results
for executives and the organizations they lead.
This program examines an array of competencies but focuses on the following:
DECISION MAKING

FUTURISTIC THINKING
LEADERSHIP

Target Candidates
 Business owners and leaders
 Key top decision makers
 Leaders with 12+ years of management
experience
 Entrepreneurs
 Individuals

Program Objectives
 Provide focused instruction for a
maximum of 12 participants
 On-site program instruction
 Record of Completion
 Minimum of 48 instructional hours per
module
 Complete each individual module within
52 weeks of module start date

CONTINUIOUS LEARNING

RESILIENCY

Learning Outcomes
 Each participant receives a personalized
top job related competency assessment
that measures the progression of 25
competencies throughout each module
 Each participant also receives a
personalized behavioural assessment on
how to perform at a higher level with an
engaged and accountable team
 Offer perspective and insight to
professional and organizational growth

Exceptional Experience
 Safe space for idea inspiration,
reflection, and implementation
 Explore potential solutions and outcomes
to actual challenges in a confidential
environment
 Gain valuable insight from proven
assessment tools
 Varied learning experience that includes
group and individual instruction,
facilitated peer-based instruction, and
personalized application of solutions to
real life situations

Pricing
Module Name

Course ID

Instructor

CPD Hours*

Enrollment
Fee

Instructional
Fee

TE12019

Jeffery Eschak,
CMA, CPA

4 hours/month
over a 12
month period

$1,000

$1,024/month

TE22019

Jeffery Eschak,
CMA, CPA

4 hours/month
over a 12
month period

$500

$1,024/month

TE32019

Jeffery Eschak,
CMA, CPA

4 hours/month
over a 12
month period

$500

$1,024/month

Top Executive Essentials



Successful candidate assessment
Foundational knowledge and insights in
communications, strategy, decision
making, leadership, and systemization.

Top Executive Expansive



Required prerequisite is Top Executive
Essentials
Advanced knowledge and insights in
communications, strategy, decision
making, leadership, and systemization.

Top Executive Elite



Required prerequisite is Top Executive
Expansive
Mastery of knowledge and insights in
communications, strategy, decision
making, leadership, and systemization.

* to be completed within 52 weeks of the training course(s) start date

